
ERITREAN NATIONA CONFERENCE FOR DEMOCRATIC CHANE OF 2010 
WHAT A SHOCK AND EXPERIENCE 

BY EAIM {AMARE GEBREMARIAM GEBRE} 
Addis Ababa after 38 Years 
  I returned to Addis on August 23/ 2010 after 38 years. I would like to thank the Ethiopian government 
and the people of Ethiopia for their generosity and giving the Eritrean opposition the venue and the 
fund to hold a conference in the town of Akaki. The campus is very clean, the dorms are net and the 
food was healthy and nutritional. 
  Addis is expanding fast and the high rise buildings are exceptional, but my concern is that whether the 
building boom will bring economic boom. I say this because in Khartoum in the 80s the building boom 
lead to recession and Sudanese complained of investment that doomed their economy, they used to say 
{amaluo Amarat} wasted the money on high rise building. 
  Food is plenty in Ethiopia, any one who set his or her foot in the country can easily see it, but there 
are a lot of hungry mouths as well. Fair distribution should be devised. The economy is expanding, 
production is improving at high rate especially agriculture, but who is benefiting more out of it? 
According to professor Kennedy of the University of Ottawa 70% of the revenue goes to the federal 
government and only 20% goes to the states, while in Canada 17% of the revenue goes to the federal 
government and 70% goes to the states. What is fair distribution and under what situations is left to the 
economists. 
    Article 39 of the Ethiopian constitution I believe it is that question of nations and nationalities 
brought political and social harmony to the country, but 9 federal states for about 60 and above 
nationalities does not seem satisfactory to some of them. Further research and study should continue 
and federal state numbers should expand. 
   Healthy mind in a healthy body leads to development and prosperity. Addis seems to be congested 
with cars with unhealthy emission. It looks to me smog level will rise and unhealthy air will affect the 
public’s healthy activities. I would say be aware of flies before they come to your eyes.    
ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY BRANCH IN AKAKI THE PLACE OF THE CONFERENCE- Some 
moved to the campus in on the 28th of July others on the 29and 30th of July. The conference opened 
officially in the afternoon of the 31st of July, but at about 11:00 AM a demonstration was held by the 
conference participants. It was organized mainly by Bay Area California participants in cooperation 
with Canada participants. Canada participants provided the T-shirts. Why our demonstration was 
limited only to the campus is still a mystery even though most of the EDA leadership approved it and 
participated in it. The demonstration did what is supposed to do, but the memo to AU, Libya and Egypt 
have never been endorsed as conference documents nor have been sent to the offices where should be 
submitted. 
It has to be clarified that every organizational leader was for the demonstration even though very few 
of them were not quite convinced and said if it is to be done it should be at the end of the conference. I 
insisted it should be at first, but all said there will not be any problem to get permition from the 
Ethiopian authority. At the end no body came to me and told me Ethiopia said no, but rumors spread all 
over that demonstration will be held in campus and for me it was the picture of unity and action which 
mattered most not the location. 



 
    
 
   In the afternoon the opening ceremony continued. A speech was given by the Ethiopian 
representative while the Sudanese and Yemeni representatives left with out a word. The hall is 
gorgeous and superb. I wonder if we were ready for that type of hospitality and accommodation.  The 
opening ceremony ended after some speeches of good wishers and friends of the opposition. 
      A paper on federalism was presented by Professor Kennedy from the university of Ottawa Canada. 
In advance we were told to listen with respect, but I couldn’t figure out the rational why this piece of 
study was given to this audience. Did he ask to present it long ago in April or came out of the blue that 
no one answers. He spoke for about an hour and my blood almost boiled when he said that the 
highlanders are colonizers in the Dankilia area of Eritrea elevating Ali Salim’s land grabbing to 
colonialism. My surprise was when I hear viva Canada from some representatives from Canada 
irrespective of the content of his speech. He spoke for an hour and no questions were aloud. I met him 
when he was leaving and asked him why he did not discuss issues that concern Eritrean opposition like 
Canadian gold mining company working in Eritrea ignoring security council sanctions, Eritreans who 
participated in the armed struggle are being branded by your government as terrorists. He simply said I 
had no time.      

 
 
 
 



  THE PARANOIA BEGINS 
           The preparatory committee suggested that if the conference audience can accept a secretariat 
that runs the conference selected by the preparatory committee. The participants rejected that and some 
kind of verbal skirmish and mistrust started to develop, but quickly we returned to business the 
secretariat organized 
     Next was political assessment and evaluation of the Eritrean reality through the eye of EDA and 
how to tackle it. It was 19 page paper which took at least two hour to be read both in Tigrigna and 
Arabic. The content was awash. I was expecting the following issues to be pin-pointed which I 
presented in the conference that were ignored by the leadership because they think they are always 
right. 
  1}   -  On the question of unity; 
       A}- Why EDA being a front other fronts are being creating within it? 
       B}- Why are we seeing 19 organizations or movements out-side EDA? 
        C}- Why some members of EDA rejected the conference? 
  2} -  On membership 
         Why is individual and associate membership rejected? 
  3} Diplomacy 
               Did we knock the door of any country or organization or party for recognition    and how 
many rejected us? How do we get recognition? 
4} - Budget and finance 
       What projects or plans do you have and how much do they cost?  
Many constructive suggestions were being presented, but EDA has to stick to its guns. 
 THE SHOCK 
     We were organized in to five workshop groups. Every participant was given 4 different papers such 
as on national unity 12 pages, transition to democratic change 7 pages, ways and means to the next 
stage 6 pages, national documents 4 pages. We were told to read it correct it and vote on it. We asked 
who the author is and if known if he or she can be a resources person in the work shop. No answer, but 
do what you are told to do. The content and the procedure was so demining that some people got 
frustrated, confused, bored that started to miss meetings or get withdrawn. Any way four days were like 
a month to some of us  The preparatory committee asked for individuals or groups to present papers 
with April the dead line. I heard 50 researched papers were presented and instead of selecting the best 
of these papers and ask the authors to present their researched papers and be resource people in the 
workshop they mangled the 50 papers into four of the above papers which do not make sense. I hope 
people will learn from these terrible mistakes. If we don’t identify would be leaders in such venue 
where else can we do it.  
       When every body was expecting to return to the hall where every one meet we were told to go to 
our respective workshop rooms, then comes guide lines or proposal to form a commission. People 
swallowed their anger and emotions and followed orders. Some of us meet and gave counter proposal 
that was not even recognized it existed. It looks to me EDA does not want to entertain ideas that comes 
from out side its circle and this is the very fact we have to push and make it acceptable. Below is our 
counter proposal translated into English. We could have posted their proposal side by side ours, but we 
have to have permission to do that. 
Provisional National council {Congress} 
         When a nation, organization or movement got stack on a viscous circle because of certain 
misunderstanding, short coming etc, to by pass the obstacles and move to the next stage, they call a 
national conference. 
  The Eritrean opposition for democratic change is facing the obstacles below: 



    1}- In the last 20 years the opposition could not attract even 5% of Eritreans who don’t support 
EPDJ. 
     2}- The opposition being aiming for one goal that is democratic change couldn’t organize effective 
united front and devise a plan of action that effectively get rid off dictatorship. 
   3} –For the last 20 years the opposition did not garnish political recognition or political support from 
any nation or organization except Ethiopia 
        The Eritrean public has been calling for a conference since the year 2000. History allowed us now 
conference materialized, it is imperative that this conference should come out with ways and means on 
how to tackle the above obstacles rather than trying to look good instead workable strategies. 
 NAME 
   Provisional national council {congress} 
    MANDATE 
One year  
  REPRESENTATION 

- From members of EDA 
- Members of organizations out side EDA 
- From civic societies and the public 

TASK  
 A – Organize itself in to committees 
      - Committee that prepares next national congress       - organizing committee 
      - Foreign affaires committee                           - Media committee  
       - Research committee 
B- Members on this council from EDA work with EDA leadership to devise strategies to get rid of 
dictatorship 
C- Members of council from organizations out side EDA look for ways and means on how these 
organizations can work effectively with EDA. 
D- Look for ways and means on how the public can fund the transitional period to democratic change     
E-In case the dictatorial system fall apart this council or congress organizes care taker government. 
   MEMBERSHIP         
     All Eritreans who believe in democratic change 
   CRITERIA TO BE ELECTED 

- hard working with experience 
- Recommendable education level 
- One who reads well the contemporary political situation 
- One who has the time 

STRUCTURE  
- Chair person 
- Vice chair person 
- Secretary    2 
- Records and documents 2 
- Auditors                     3 
-  Cashier 
-  Members 
MEETINGS and GUIDE LINES 
- Meetings are held twice a year 
- Emergency meeting is called when 50% signed for it or the chair person calls. 
- Any issue pass when 50+1% vote for the issue 
- Meeting follows and respects international guide lines. 



THE EXPERIENCE 
   Our experience in the Eritrean armed struggle was follow it or else. My experience in this 
conference is take it or you are irrelevant. I say it should be give and take or convince me or get 
convinced. It looks to me we did not change a bit in 20 years. This is our first conference and many 
yet to come. I hope all of us appease our emotions govern ourselves with reasons and evaluate the 
process and the substance of this conference and come up with recommendations for the coming 
task. Fellow Eritreans we have a very serious issue that is the salvation of the Eritrean people at 
home not in words, but in deeds. If we are expecting EDA to do the job that has no plans except to 
hold meeting twice a year we are not realistic. The 41 organizations EDA or no EDA are not up to 
the task either as I see it. If EDA claims that it has a plan I challenge them to post it. We need to 
organize a conference in North America, Australia, and Europe and devise a plan of action that 
strengthens the opposition in general.   
We struggle we succeed          Comments >>>>>>  ama766@comcast.net  
  Glory to our martyrs    

 
 
 
         


